Introduction

On August 30, 2002, the World Trade Organization (WTO) n1 authorized the European Communities (EC) to suspend its tariff concessions and other obligations toward the United States to the extent of $4 billion for the latter's failure to comply with the Appellate Body's decision that the United States had violated the WTO rules, in particular, the WTO Subsidy Code n2 by providing the prohibited subsidies to foreign sales corporations (FSCs) in the form of tax breaks (the FSC Article 22.6 Report). n3 The sheer scale of the EC's suspension in response to the U.S. violation is unprecedented, far surpassing the suspensions authorized in two previous cases that invoked the WTO enforcement mechanism, Banana III n4 and Hormones. n5 n6 At first glance, this dramatic finale for such a high-profile case might be welcomed as an impressive revelation of the real achievement of the WTO system equipped with teeth, unlike its predecessor the old GATT. n7 No member, even the powerful United States, can simply walk away from the legal consequences of its violations, now being forced to pay the price. The victim of those violations, which is the EC in this case, would be vindicated and satisfied by this bounty or remedy. In sum, justice and the rule of law in the field of international trade would now seem to be upheld. Indeed, it will not be surprising if such decisions by the Appellate Body encourage activists of all kinds to attempt to link various issues to WTO sanctions "[l]ike the bright light that attracts insects on a warm night . . . ." n8

On second thought, however, this instance of sanctions, retaliation or economic vengeance appears to be a source of problems, rather than a solution. Despite the popular acceptance that sanctions are an icon of the new WTO system, sanctions are just an aspect of the law of the WTO, n9 not its representative or symbolic manifestation. Overemphasizing this particular aspect of the WTO law, which is partly attributable to an effort to placate the U.S. Congress into the ratification of the Uruguay Round, n10 tends to create a misguided, distorted image of the WTO, one
close to a super body reigning and commandeering over its member countries, rather than one akin to a legal community. Critically, in terms of remedies, a domestic analogy based on corrective justice or vengeance cannot but retain serious limitations in the international dimension in which a variety of interests are entangled in a complex way. These limitations seem to be more palpable when considering to whom the above-mentioned remedies are directed. Do they serve the general interests of the victim, i.e., the EC itself in the above-mentioned FSC Article 22.6 Report? Or, more narrowly, do they serve the well-being of certain groups of people within the EC who actually lobbied the EC to champion their grievances before the WTO panel? Do these different vectors of interests always converge? This series of questions tends to raise a more fundamental query on the raison d'etre of the WTO system, namely for what purpose the WTO exists.

Against this backdrop, this paper questions the conventional belief regarding the efficacy of the WTO sanctions in light of remedies and attempts to reconceptualize the true nature of WTO remedies. Part I examines how the concept of remedies has evolved through the history of the old GATT 1947 and the new WTO system. It demonstrates that the private law (contracts) nature of remedies embedded in the early GATT practices has been transformed to public law nature in the subsequent jurisprudence as well as the new WTO system. Part II surveys the various functions and modalities of the current WTO system, such as cessation, compensation, restitution and sanctions, and argues that a remedial hierarchy exists among them, with cessation being prioritized. Part III then discusses the limitations of WTO remedies: first, the perils and paradoxes of sanctions, i.e., eventual manifestation of developmental disparity, mercantilist regression and wrong cases; second, the welfare loss and distributive injustice. Based on these problems raised, Part IV finally attempts to reconceptualize the nature of WTO remedies, focusing on "norm-building" as a communal remedy and also exploring the possibility of a "connection" between WTO remedies and domestic remedies.

I. The Concept of Remedies Under the GATT/WTO System

1-1. Prototype

The remedial prototype under GATT 1947 Article XXIII is deeply associated with the origin and nature of GATT 1947 itself. GATT 1947, patterned after the inter-war U.S. bilateral trade agreements, was mainly a reciprocal tariff reduction mechanism. n11 Therefore, this pact among "contracting parties" purported to cherish and preserve the delicate balance of tariff concessions by means of legal obligations such as Articles II and III for tariff binding and national treatment, respectively. n12 In this regard, violations of these legal obligations were considered serious not because they were violations but because a subtle balance of tariff concessions would be destroyed. This destruction of balance, for instance through an introduction of new trade barriers, was in turn deemed to nullify or impair the benefits of certain contracting parties whose exports unexpectedly declined due to these barriers. Therefore, the original format of remedies under GATT 1947 was intended to "restore" the delicate balance of interests that contracting parties had labored to establish through a series of tariff reduction negotiations. n13

Mirroring this strong reciprocal foundation of GATT 1947, Article XXIII provided the requirement of "nullification or impairment of benefits," which is close to the concept of injury in the law of contracts. n14 In early years, panels spent as much interpretive energy on this element as they did on the determination of consistency of the questioned measure with the GATT law. For instance, in 1958, the United Kingdom sued Italy before the GATT 1947 panel, complaining that an Italian statute (Law No. 949) providing special credit facilities only to purchasers of domestically produced tractors violated the GATT and "impaired the benefits which should accrue to the United Kingdom under the Agreement" by decreasing the imports of UK tractors. n15 The panel bifurcated its reasoning in parts III and IV entitled: "Alleged inconsistency of the effects of the provisions of the Italian Law with the provisions of paragraph 4 of Article III" and "Alleged nullification or impairment of benefits accruing to the United Kingdom under the General Agreement." n16 After implying that the Italian measures violated Article III (National Treatment) of the GATT, the panel turned to a lengthy, detailed interpretation as to "whether the operation of Law No. 949 had caused injury to United Kingdom commercial interests, and whether such an injury represented an impairment of the benefits accruing to the United Kingdom under the General Agreement." n17 Finally, the panel recommended that Italy should eliminate the "adverse effects" that the operation of Law No. 949 had brought to the UK. n18

In addition, the contractual nature of GATT 1947 attached a great importance to the original expectations of the contracting parties regarding the value of tariffs on specific products. Accordingly, the framers of GATT 1947 were circumspect enough to provide unusual remedies for situations in which [678] those expectations were somehow later denied even without any violation of the WTO rules, i.e., "non-violation" claims. n19 For example, in 1950, a GATT working party examined whether Australia had failed to comply with GATT by suddenly removing sodium nitrate from the pool of nitrogenous fertilizers that it had subsidized. n20 The working party concluded that such removal, although
not violating GATT, did nullify or impair the benefits accruing to Chile under tariff concessions granted by Australia to Chile on sodium nitrate in 1947, because Chile could have "reason to assume" that the subsidy on sodium nitrate would remain effective. n21 Likewise, in Sardines, the panel found that the Norwegian government could have reasonably assumed during tariff negotiations that preparations of the type of clupeoid in which they were interested would be no less favorably treated than other preparations of the same family. n22 The panel then ruled that the subsequent German modification of this situation "substantially reduced the value of the concessions obtained by Norway" and that Norway therefore "suffered an impairment of a benefit accruing to it under the General Agreement." n23

However, the above-mentioned concept of remedies under GATT 1947 should be distinguished from a more secular use of "trade remedies" in the domestic context. To deal with the so-called "unfair" trade practices such as anti-dumping and subsidies by other trading partners, most GATT 1947 contracting parties retained domestic statutes, i.e., anti-dumping or anti-subsidies law, which could remedy unfair foreign practices through imposing anti-dumping or countervailing duties. n24 GATT Article VI also legalized these trade remedy laws subject to certain requirements. n25 Subsequently, Tokyo Round Codes and the WTO side agreements further elaborated various procedural requirements for invoking these domestic trade remedy laws. n26 [*769] While the remedies in the context of GATT 1947 through the concept of nullification or impairment under Article XXIII were to protect the benefits of the contracting parties in general, these trade remedies in the form of additional tariffs often served to protect the vested interests of certain industries in the territory of the contracting parties. n27 Yet, when these trade remedies were misused or abused, failing to meet certain requirements established in GATT Article VI and other Codes, the contracting parties could invoke Article XXIII to re-remedy these violations.

1-2. Evolution

The evolution and success of the GATT dispute settlement system changed the general contour of remedies. First of all, as the dramatic reduction of tariffs across most products diluted the GATT identity as a tariff reduction mechanism, the nature of remedies was no longer preoccupied with safeguarding the delicate balance of tariff concessions. Rather, non-tariff barriers (NTBs) became more problematic to international trade than conventional tariffs because domestic regulations tended to be complicated, reflecting the ever-growing modern regulatory demand in areas such as human health and the environment, and thus burdensome to trade. n28 Together with this focal change, the GATT dispute settlement mechanism itself was subject to transformation. More cases were brought before the dispute settlement panel, and naturally the GATT jurisprudence was enriched and developed. n29 [*770] Gradually, the GATT came to look like a more sophisticated legal system, rather than a mere intergovernmental pact. n30 As the former Director of the WTO Appellate Body Secretariat Debra Steger aptly described, the GATT slowly turned into "something greater than a contract that could be withdrawn from by any contracting party whenever it found the obligations too onerous." n31 Consequently, the global trading community began to be more interested in preserving such a legal system, which turned the nature of remedies into compliance with the system that would basically require the withdrawal of violations, but not necessarily the rebalancing of tariff concessions to undo the injuries, i.e., nullification or impairment. n32

In fact, cracks in the concept of "nullification or impairment" had already begun to appear quite early. In the sixties, the Uruguayan Recourse Panel ruled that in cases where measures violate the GATT provisions, they would, prima facie, constitute a case of nullification or impairment. n33 In interpreting GATT Article XXIII, this ruling focused on the violation itself rather than its effect (nullification or impairment) in that it shifted the burden of proving the existence of nullification or impairment from the complainant to the defendant. In other words, the panel created a presumption of the existence of nullification or impairment in case of violations of the GATT provisions. This ruling was later codified in the Annex to 1979 Dispute Settlement Understanding. n34 Then, the Superfund panel made this injury requirement, i.e., nullification or impairment, literally meaningless in the violation claims [*771] by first observing that the operation of the presumption had been in practice "irrefutable" and then ruling that even very insignificant trade effect arising from the violation could not substantiate the absence of nullification or impairment: the violation would ipso facto constitute a nullification or impairment. n35

The above-mentioned jurisprudential development under GATT 1947, which highlighted the concept of violations and thus the withdrawal of them as remedies, has finally been crystallized in the new WTO system. For instance, DSU Article 21.5 provides a legal ground for a "compliance panel" which is convened to resolve disputes on "disagreement as to the existence or consistency with a covered agreement of measures taken to comply with the recommendations and rulings . . ." n36 Furthermore, Article 22 upholds the remedial priority of the removal of violations by expressly stating that other modalities of remedies, such as compensation, are only temporary and never preferred over the removal of violations and conformity with the WTO rules. n37 Such clear-cut language eloquently indicates that the WTO system
This new hermeneutics tends to encourage offending parties to respect the WTO rules in a nuanced and subtle way despite losing its case, the United States was not recommended to repeal or amend § 609 itself, but only its application. Critical, however, the United States of its own § 609, such as the fact that the United States had never seriously attempted to negotiate a cooperative agreement with the four complainants while "multilateral procedures" such as the Inter-American Convention for the Protection and Conservation of Sea Turtles were "available and feasible." Critically, however, despite losing its case, the United States was not recommended to repeal or amend § 609 itself, but only its application.

In sum, this application-oriented hermeneutics has a constructive implication with respect to the WTO remedies. This new hermeneutics tends to encourage offending parties to respect the WTO rules in a nuanced and subtle way...
without unduly undermining their margin of discretion or further sovereignty because the hermeneutics ultimately leaves a domestic statute intact, only suspending its effect to the extent that it would be applied in a violative direction.

Compensation

Compensation is the most liberal form of remedies that aims to achieve a "mutually acceptable" settlement based on the principle of "full and fair address." Compensation as a form of remedy usually denotes a pecuniary concept, which is close to damages. However, if compensation were to be calculated as a fixed amount of money, the injury itself need be pre-determined and quantified, which is not an easy task in the field of international trade law. Even the complaining parties themselves do not put forward the amount or the extent of injury that the accused parties have inflicted on them when they initially file their complaints before the WTO panel. Rather, the complaining parties mostly request the repeal or withdrawal of disputed measures which they argue violated the WTO law. Therefore, compensation as a remedy tends to follow these initial wishes of the complaining parties. Hence, compensation is in a non-pecuniary format.

Often, it has been disputed whether compensation in the WTO system should be offered bilaterally or multilaterally. Considering the voluntary nature of compensation in the adversarial context of the WTO dispute settlement mechanism, one might argue that compensation should remain bilateral. DSU Article 22.2 also provides for the term "mutually acceptable compensation." However, as Joost Pauwelyn correctly pointed out, DSU Article 22.1 also provides that compensation "shall be consistent with the covered agreements," which include GATT 1994 Article I (MFN obligation). This provision purports to temper the bilateral ethos inherent in the settlement for compensation in order to prevent a situation where two parties concerned would create in the name of compensation new illegal trade barriers which might harm third parties, and thus, yet another dispute could ensue in the future. In this regard, when parties notify the WTO of the fact that they agreed on a mutually acceptable compensation, they usually include in such notification a clause offering the same treatment in the compensation agreement to any other member.

Restitution (Retrospective Remedy)

Under public international law, restitution has long been recognized as a retrospective form of reparation. The Permanent Court of International Justice, in its celebrated Chorzow Factory decision, held that:

B) The essential principle contained in the actual notion of an illegal act—a principle which seems to be established by international practice and in particular by the decisions of arbitral tribunals—is that reparation must, as far as possible, wipe-out all the consequences of the illegal act and re-establish the situation which would, in all probability, have existed if that act had not been committed.

Likewise, under the WTO system one can also conceive a retrospective remedy which is close to restitution in the public international law sense, if the amount of injury resulting from such violation can easily be quantified or monetized. For instance, in cases of anti-dumping or subsidies, those duties imposed illegally can be calculated without difficulty and reimbursed, though those duties may represent only a part of the injury that the afflicted parties have suffered as a result of breach of the law of anti-dumping or subsidies. Furthermore, the nature of anti-dumping or countervailing duties that target and victimize specific industries also tends to make such retrospective remedies (reimbursement of duties) plausible in terms of undoing the injuries inflicted on specific industries. In fact, there have been some decisions recommending retrospective remedies in the GATT/WTO jurisprudence.

Nonetheless, these retrospective remedies have been regarded as the exception rather than the norm mainly because the framers of both the GATT 1947 and the WTO prioritized in text the withdrawal of the violative measures, which is prospective in nature, over other forms of remedies. Even such exceptions, i.e., a very small number of panel decisions recommending retrospective remedies, arouse substantial controversy. This consistently negative attitude toward the retrospective remedies seems to be continued under the WTO system. For instance, a recent compliance panel under DSU Article 21.5 surprisingly held that under the WTO Subsidy Code, to withdraw the violation, i.e., the prohibited subsidy, may include a retrospective remedy, i.e., repayment of the prohibited subsidy. Although this panel report was adopted without an appeal, it was harshly criticized by most member countries, which demonstrates the members' reluctance in accepting retrospective remedies.

Sanctions
The remedy of last resort under the DSU is the "suspension of the concessions," which is basically a self-enforcing mechanism based on the authorization from the Dispute Settlement Body (DSB). n66 This mechanism, often referred to as sanctions or retaliation, has been regarded as an icon of the new WTO system in that such teeth provide an operable threat deterring future violations not only by the losing party but also by other members that witnessed the sanctions. In fact, this enforcement mechanism is not new: the old GATT 1947 also provided for it. n67 However, under the old system, the [*778] enforcement mechanism was almost inoperable mainly because the losing party could veto the adoption of the very panel report that condemned its breach. In other words, the losing party could deactivate the whole dispute settlement process and effectively save itself from even a remote possibility of sanctions. This critical flaw was eventually rectified under the new DSU in which a panel or the Appellate Body report was required to be adopted almost automatically under the principle of negative consensus, which has resultantantly smoothed the way for any enforcement procedure in the subsequent stage. n68

One of the most controversial issues regarding sanctions is their appropriate level or scale. n69 To one camp that still holds a contractual understanding on the nature of the WTO and thus views the function of remedies as a restoration of the balance of reciprocity that WTO obligations represent, the quantity of sanctions must be proportional to actual trade loss, i.e., the extent of nullification or impairment, which complaints may have suffered due to a questioned measure. n70 However, to another camp that regards the WTO sanctions basically as a compliance-inducing mechanism, a punitive sanction may be imposed, exceeding any proportional level. n71 In fact, the latter position appeared in the recent FSC Article 22.6 Report. At the final stage of the FSC saga, the United States challenged the EU's request for authorization of a $ 4 billion sanction against it under DSU Article 22.6. n72 Surprisingly, the Arbitrators rejected the United States' argument that this amount was disproportionate to the EU's trade loss caused by its violationsn73 and sided with the EC in terms of the amount of sanction. n74

To buttress their conclusion, the Arbitrators heavily relied on the premise that not only WTO sanctions but also general countermeasures in public international law should compel violators to comply with rules, i.e., to withdraw their violative measures. n75 In this regard the Arbitrators viewed that the appropriateness of sanctions in this case should not be unduly limited by the volume of actual trade injury considering the "gravity of the initial wrongful act and the objective of securing the withdrawal of a prohibited [*779] export subsidy . . . ." n76 To further underpin their punitive perspective in this case, the Arbitrators focused on the gravity of violation by the United States: Its prohibited export subsidies are a more severe form of violation than "actionable" subsidies which can be sustained if only adverse effects caused by those subsidies are neutralized. n77 Moreover, the Arbitrators distanced its reasoning from the outreach of DSU Article 22.4, which explicitly requires a quantitative benchmark, i.e., the level of a sanction being "equivalent to the level of the nullification or impairment," by pointing out that such language is absent in the WTO Subsidy Code that is a lex specialis to the DSU in terms of dispute settlement procedures. n78

However, this Arbitral ruling seems to go too far despite its understandable premise. Although the primary purpose of countermeasures is to induce compliance with rules by violators, a certain cap in the scale should nonetheless exist in light of equity or fairness. One cannot find a rationale of the U.S. style punitive damages either in the WTO or in public international law in general. On the contrary, the recent Draft Articles on Responsibility of States prepared by the ILC manifestly stipulate the proportionality requirement even taking into account the gravity of wrongful acts. n79 Without such minimum discipline, sanctions risk being abused or misused, thereby making them illegitimate and unsustainable.

Another controversial issue regarding sanctions lies in the procedural sequence towards their materialization under the DSU. To actually enforce sanctions against the losing party, an authorization by the DSB is required under the DSU. Yet the road to such authorization is not so smooth. First, the existence of non-compliance with the original decision, and second, the level of sanctions, i.e., the extent of concessions to be suspended, need be determined. Because these two issues are often controversial, the DSU provides a certain mechanism in which those disputes can be addressed. Article 21.5 provides that: "Where there is disagreement as to the existence or consistency with a covered agreement of measures taken to comply with the recommendations and rulings such dispute shall be decided through recourse to these dispute settlement procedures, including wherever possible resort to the original panel." n80 Then, Article 22.6 provides that: "However, if the [*780] Member concerned objects to the level of suspension proposed, . . . the matter shall be referred to arbitration." n81

However, in light of the sequence between Articles 21.5 and 22.6, the DSU regrettably leaves a certain degree of ambiguity. When a dispute on compliance unfolded in the aftermath of Banana III for the first time under the WTO system, the winning party (the United States) requested the DSB "to authorize suspension of the application to the European Communities (EC) and its member States of tariff concessions and related obligations under GATT 1994 covering trade in an amount of U.S. $ 520 million" after unilaterally determining that the losing party (the EC) failed to
implement what the Appellate Body originally ruled in Banana III. n82 The EC objected to this interpretation, arguing that the original panel should have an authority to decide whether the losing party has implemented the Appellate Body decision. n83 The arbitration panel, contrary to the EC's position, ruled that in determining whether the level of suspension is equivalent to the level of nullification or impairment under Article 22.7, the panel, as a "logical way forward," should in advance determine whether the EC's revised regime, which it had established as an implementation of the original Banana III decision, violated the WTO rules. n84 Despite this case law, the subsequent jurisprudence demonstrates that complainants rely on compliance panels under Article 21.5 to first address disputes on compliance with the original panel/Appellate Body recommendations, rather than directly turning to Article 22.6 to seek authorization of suspension of concessions. n85 Considering the rationale of the DSU, which aims to prevent Members' unilateral [*781] determination as to the consistency with the WTO rules of any measure, as can be seen in Article 23, the latter approach seems more desirable. n86

2-2. Remedial Hierarchy

Having examined various forms and functions of remedies under the WTO dispute settlement system, a critical question arises: Does the WTO give the losing party a choice between cessation, i.e., withdrawal of the violative measure, and mere compensation without such performance?

In general, with respect to the state responsibility under public international law, Christine Gray submitted that:

The determination of the consequences of a breach of international law is left initially to the discretion of the injured state; there are many examples of claims completely out of proportion with the injury suffered being met and also of similar breaches of international law being followed by different means and amounts of reparation. n87

According to her position, the winning party should choose what kind of remedies it will eventually accept. However, on this issue Judith Bello seems to place herself starkly opposite to this position. Grounded mainly on the omnipotent concept of "sovereignty," she argues that compliance with the WTO law is "elective" from the standpoint of the losing party. n88 Bello argues that the losing party can choose among withdrawal of violations, provision of compensation or being subject to retaliation. n89 She also seems to rationalize her argument by trivializing the legal value of the WTO treaty. She argues that the WTO rules, like the GATT rules, are "simply not 'binding' in the traditional sense" because "the WTO has no jailhouse, no bail bondsmen, no blue helmets, no truncheons or tear gas." n90 She viewed the WTO as a "confederation of sovereign national governments" relying upon "voluntary compliance." n91

[*782]

However, she gravely misunderstood the nature of international law in general and blatantly ignored its essential distinction from domestic law. An analogy to domestic law cannot help but have inherent limitations simply because international law lacks a centralized political authority such as the World Government or the World Congress which might have rendered to international law something similar to federal marshals. Yet having those apparatuses is a subsidiary, not a primary element of law. n92 It would be to almost deny the rationale of international law itself to stick to such an ancillary aspect of law in the context of international law. Furthermore, Bello also committed a serious mistake in equating the old GATT rules with the new WTO rules boasting a myriad of innovations and transformations, which have reinforced the normative force of the WTO system. n93

In a reply to Bello's thesis, Professor John Jackson elucidated why there exists a hierarchy among the different WTO remedies. n94 Professor Jackson showed that the DSU "clearly establishes a preference for an obligation to perform the recommendation" based on the black letter law stipulated in the DSU, such as a panel or the Appellate Body's basic duty of recommendation of bringing any violative measure into conformity with the WTO rules (DSU Article 19), the temporary nature of compensation as a remedy (DSU Articles 3.7, 22.1), and continuing surveillance until performance has occurred (DSU Article 22.8). n95 Although it is regrettable that such surveillance has been in reluctance and even eclipsed by bilateral settlements, this unsatisfactory record does not alter the hierarchy of remedies established under the WTO system. Markedly, this remedial hierarchy is also found in the terrain of public international law. Draft Articles on Responsibility of States by the International Law Commission (ILC) emphasized that a State in breach of international law continues to bear a duty to perform the obligation that it breached, n96 and that any "countermeasure," i.e., sanctions, should be aimed to [*783] induce compliance, i.e., the resumption of performance of the obligations in question by a violating State. n97

More recently, however, Alan O. Sykes reached the same conclusion as Bello, yet from a totally different perspective. Grounded on the "law and economics" approach whose mantra is that "the law should always be efficient,"
n98 he argued that paying damages in the form of compensation or suspension of concessions is "an option for WTO Members" and that it is "both understandable and desirable" "as a matter of economic logic." n99 First, he offered a reading of DSU provisions which is opposite to that of Professor Jackson, turning the DSU into a "Holmesian 'perform or pay' system." n100 Then, he brought to the fore a bold analogy of the "choice between damages and specific performance in the law of private contracts," n101 and applied such analogy to the WTO setting based on the premise that the WTO is a "multipartly contract" from the standpoint of the "positive political theory." n102

Despite the novelty and freshness of his approach, Sykes misunderstood the real identity of the WTO system. His analogy to a private contract, which might have made more sense under the old GATT 1947, can at most have very little application under the WTO, considering its new telos under its charter. In other words, the WTO is no more a mere contract among the contracting parties, but an independent international organization established by its members in order to envisage an integrated legal system for international trade. n103 Under such legal system, the concept of "efficient breach" n104 is non sequitur. Aptly, he attempted to justify his position by using an example of politically combustible case, i.e., Hormones, n105 contending that: "Thus, if we suppose arguendo that allowing Europe to maintain its hormone beef regulation is politically efficient because the benefits in Europe are great and [*784] the costs abroad smaller, only a breach of the agreement can enable this efficient adjustment to occur." n106

Yet again he seemed to be too preoccupied with the economic test which cannot claim but limited significance in the WTO system. The cost of a breach of WTO rules exceeds a narrow, short-term commercial calculation. Negative effects undermining the legal system itself reach many sectors and spread over a long period of time: such breach is never efficient in the long-term. Admittedly, political hot potatoes such as Hormones and Bananas III, which may be dubbed "wrong cases," n107 should be kept away from the WTO dispute settlement mechanism to protect its judicial integrity. However, this could only be achieved by an ex ante prevention of disputes through intergovernmental and/or transgovernmental cooperation-cum-deliberation, not by an ex post breach of rules. Even if all these efforts fail and the WTO rules should necessarily give in, a waiver would be a better option than a flat breach. n108

III. The Limitation of WTO Remedies

3-1. Perils and Paradoxes of Sanctions

Admittedly, sanctions may play a certain role in inducing compliance with the WTO rules through the deterrence of similar violations in the future, n109 beyond a narrower remedial role of penalties or satisfaction. In this regard, it may be understandable that a number of scholars have recently proposed to bolster the enforcement mechanism in various ways as a vehicle [*785] for strengthening the rule of WTO law. n110 However, aside from the impracticability of such proposals stemming from the extreme difficulty of amending the current treaty text, in particular the DSU, they still raise a more fundamental question as to whether the sanctions themselves really work. n111

Sanctions often run counter to what they exactly attempt to achieve. They envisage power imbalances between the rich and the poor in the international arena in the vacuum of law. In addition, while they may contribute to inducing compliance by the losing party or to restoring justice, sanctions simultaneously hurt the inflictor's own people and economy. Furthermore, they nurture political resentment and eventually foment political debacle.

First, by privatizing sanctions and thus leaving the power of retaliation in the hands of the winning party, the WTO deprives itself of the rule of law and instead invites the rule of the jungle in international power politics. Without an aura of law, relationships among trading nations are vulnerable to economic and political disparities. Therefore, even if a poor country manages to obtain an authorization to retaliate against a rich country, the effectiveness of such retaliation cannot help but be limited, considering the huge discrepancy between the two in their economic sizes. n112 Confronting this developmental dilemma, one might be tempted to attribute it to an incomplete sanction mechanism that is unworkable for the developing countries. n113 However, the dilemma results not necessarily because the current WTO enforcement mechanism is biased against the developing countries but because the concept of sanctions itself creates disadvantages to them. In this context, the Banana III arbitration panel, which addressed Ecuador's request [*786] for authorization of suspension of concessions under DSU Article 22.6, pointedly observed that:

We have made extensive remarks above on the suspension of obligations under the TRIPS Agreement and in particular concerning the legal and practical difficulties arising in this context. Given the difficulties and the specific circumstances of this case which involves a developing country Member, it could be that Ecuador may find itself in a situation where it is not realistic or possible for it to implement the suspension authorized by the DSB for the full amount of the level of nullification and impairment estimated by us in all of the sectors and/or under all agreements mentioned above combined. The present text of the DSU does not offer a solution for such an eventuality. n114
Furthermore, even if such sanction is effective arguendo, the small, poor country should also take into account any negative political implication in the future that the sanction may bring vis-a-vis the targeted big, rich country. Certainly, the small, poor country would not want to sacrifice much bigger potential economic benefits for such a one-time Pyrrhic victory. For instance, even in a heated row with the EU on the banana issue, Ecuador had to eventually opt for a negotiation, not a full legal battle, because it acknowledged the price it would have paid by taking the latter route. n115 On the contrary, the big, rich country could wield a fatal blow to the small, poor country by a mere threat of such sanction because the latter desperately relies on the market access to the former.

Second, sanctions or retaliation under the DSU take the form of "suspension" of concessions or other obligations. Accordingly, sanctions usually end up raising tariffs or non-tariff barriers to the detriment of the losing party's market access, which is nothing but a mercantilist regression. n116 As Steve Charnovitz posited, international institutions do not generally contradict their own raison d'etre in the name of sanctions. n117 Charnovitz [*787] trenchantly observed that "the World Health Organization does not authorize one party to spread viruses to another. The World Intellectual Property Organization does not fight piracy with piracy. So the WTO's use of trade restrictions to promote freer trade is bizarre." n118

Although such revival of trade restrictions may appeal to specific domestic industries that compete with foreign producers affected by the sanctions, the rest of the domestic economy, in particular consumers and manufacturers, who prefer cheaper imports, would suffer. n119 In other words, the sanctions result in the decrease of general welfare while only contributing to the increase of special rents to a narrow group of people. n120 This grim picture may be understandable considering the reality of the political economy in international trade. In fact, every WTO dispute is adjudicated only when a government champions a domestic industry's grievance against a foreign competitor. Nonetheless, this welfare-reducing outcome of sanctions and an embedded protectionism fly directly in the face of free trade which the WTO pursues. n121

Third, sanctions or other enforcement measures under the DSU is, most of all, designed to induce compliance mainly through threat. n122 Yet such [*788] threat does not simply work when the political cost of compliance is too high. As Oran Young trenchantly observed, even states who respect the authoritative status of a treaty and its specific behavioral prescriptions frequently find it advantageous to violate them in practice. n123 Under such circumstances, according to Joel Trachtman, states tend to have the "level of compliance that they want" n124 and therefore "the nirvana of perfect compliance is a chimera." n125 In other words, in high-profile cases, which are deep-rooted in political complexities n126 and thus potential headliners, it tends to be harder for the losing party to stomach the rule of law against it. n127 Furthermore, in a political sense the very notion of being enforced or retaliated tends to make it even harder for the losing party to reach any settlement because any concession from the losing party would appear to be a give-in.

Nonetheless, once this high-profile case, which Professor Hudec coined a "wrong case," n128 is filed and adjudicated before the WTO dispute settlement mechanism, like toothpaste out of a tube, there is no going-back. n129 The case tends to be spotlighted and its political stakes escalated. Third parties would love to witness real retaliation in this case, regarding it as a litmus test of the effectiveness of the WTO dispute settlement system. These circumstances provide a fertile ground for a political stalemate, getting rid of stages for the political theater, in which domestic politicians and their constituencies can have some breathing room and comfort. n130 Finally, these wrong cases, even [*789] if once adjudicated, never fade away but come back in the future with different names because adjudication is short of an ultimate solution, as was witnessed in a dramatic reincarnation of the notorious GATT DISC (1977)n131 dispute as the WTO FSC (2000) n132 case, both of which concern the same U.S. tax break measures tantamount to prohibited subsidies.

3-2. Welfare Loss and Distributive Injustice

WTO remedies tend to mirror the very nature of substantive obligations whose breach they intend to remedy. However, those remedies, in parallel with the reach of breached obligations, could still remain suboptimal even after full compliance when those obligations mandate a limited extent of behavioral change by the losing party. For instance, the principle of non-discrimination enshrined in various GATT/WTO rules, such as the National Treatment principle, is inherently a "negative" obligation. In other words, a member could bring its discriminatory tax measures into conformity with the WTO law even by making domestic taxpayers suffer more than before, as long as the scale of domestic and foreign treatment is balanced. Of course, a more ideal way of compliance would be to lower a tax rate applied to foreign producers, rather than to raise a tax rate applied to domestic producers. Yet, such choice, albeit seemingly ideal, cannot be forced because the underlying obligation, i.e., non-discrimination or national treatment, does
not obligate a Member to go that far. To bind the Member to do so would require yet another substantive obligation which is a "positive one," such as "harmonization."

In fact, a GATT panel has already acknowledged this inherent limitation of remedies. In Superfund (1987) in which a U.S. domestic tax was declared discriminatory, the panel admitted the possibility that even a GATT-consistent nondiscriminatory remedy could result in a negative trade impact to both domestic and international commerce if the United States raises the tax rate for domestic producers to comply with the national treatment obligation, instead of lowering the tax rate for foreigners up to the point that the tax rate [*790] is leveled with that for domestic producers. n133 In the same vein, Japan raised the tax rate on shochu to reduce the tax gap between shochu and whisky/brandies to meet the national treatment standard in complying with the panel report in Japanese Shochu I. n134 This limitation has also been envisaged under the WTO system. In the aftermath of Hormones, the EC attempted to tighten the regulation on other carcinogens (carbobax and olaquindox), which were compared with hormones in dispute, in order to create a non-discriminatory situation by way of implementing the Appellate Body decision. n135 Likewise, in the aftermath of Australian Salmon, the Australian government re-examined its rules on the importation of ornamental fish, which was compared with the salmon in dispute, for the same purpose as the EC had in mind in the post-Hormones process. n136

This re-regulatory and trade-restricting aspect of certain WTO remedies tends to carry seriously negative implications on the domestic economy in light of welfare loss and distributive injustice. To create yet another trade barrier in the name of the WTO, remedies certainly result in market distortion and welfare loss without serving any legitimate regulatory purpose. Moreover, considering that most tax measures falling under the WTO law are an "indirect tax" levied on products, collection of those taxes in compliance with the panel/Appellate Body decisions tends to be "regressive," hurting the poor more than the rich in the domestic economy. Under these circumstances, the WTO remedies ironically contribute to distributive injustice in the domestic dimension, which may in turn breed resentment toward the WTO system itself.

IV. Reconceptualizing the WTO Remedies

4-1. Norm-Building as a Communal Remedy

The contractual framework of GATT 1947, as well as its lingering legacy in the WTO, empowered the contracting parties (Members) to retain a [*791] considerable degree of authority with which to dispose of the panel proceeding. Virtually in any stage, they could halt or undo the whole proceeding based on either political or pragmatic motivation. Often, parties concerned realized only after the panel process began that their disputes would be better addressed by negotiation and settlement, rather than by adjudication. n137 Although this ethos of settlement may fulfill part of the remedial functions of the dispute settlement system, n138 such ethos, if prevalent, could undermine the effort to establish a legal community of international trade.

Critically, however, the aforementioned private law nature came to be tempered by the new teleology of the global trading system that the WTO stands for. While the old GATT 1947 pursued a rather narrow objective of the elimination of discriminatory trade barriers, the new WTO system upholds a broader mission of developing "an integrated, more viable and durable multilateral trading system . . . ." n139 Such a multilateral trading system cannot be established merely through a sum of contractual relationships among Members. Rather, this system should be firmly premised on a constitutional perspective according to which Members are bound by certain indisposoble obligations. Under the system, even bilateral settlements between Members are conducted in the shadow of law, not totally under political calculations. In other words, the physis of political bargains should be tamed by the nomos of legal governance. n140 As a result, the system can institutionalize within itself [*792] predictability and reliability. n141 After all, the WTO is no more a provisional executive agreement among the contracting parties as the old GATT 1947 used to be: It is an independent international organization enjoying its own legal identity. Therefore, under the WTO, a violation should be deemed not as a breach of contract but as damage to the legal system whose sole remedy is to repair the system by re-confirming its rules. In this sense, norm-sustaining or norm-building itself through the dispute settlement mechanism is a collective, communal remedy under the WTO because it serves the broader goal of governing the global trading community beyond merely resolving disputes between the particular parties concerned. n142

Ironically, this norm-building as a collective, communal remedy also retains a "political" appeal. The stability and predictability that norm-building can provide serves governments and states in various ways, including reducing the amount of administrative and diplomacy costs. In this regard, Robert Hudec trenchantly observes that "]governments . . . unusually have a longer-term interest in the efficacy of the legal relationships they have established with other
New WTO Jurisprudence for Norm-Building

As discussed above, a norm, n144 not a contract, should be the operating code for the global trading system, and norm-building itself regarded as a collective, communal remedy with which to maintain and improve the system. Considering this public nature, the WTO norm must be defined, taking into consideration diverse values and interests advocated and represented in the system. In other words, the norm should be subtle and accommodating enough to enjoy legitimacy from a broad range of constituencies and minimize resistance from any violated member in light of compliance. After all, in the absence of effective acceptance of and compliance with such a norm, the global trading system would soon be paralyzed, being relegated to the status of a jungle in which only power politics tends to determine its destiny.

To explore and define such a norm necessitates revisiting the institutional history of the global trading system. n145 What the framers of the system sought to accomplish through GATT was to foster free trade through a series of tariff reductions and to police self-defeating mercantilist protection. This anti-protectionist telos eventually led to a built-in pro-trade bias in GATT itself. Non-trade social concerns, such as human health and environmental protection, have been treated as mere exceptions to the general obligations, such as National Treatment. n146 However, this pro-trade bias could not be sustained when domestic regulations received greater attention than before, and traditional trade policy measures, such as tariffs and quotas, have begun to vanish. Therefore, the global trading system has come to require a new telos which is capable of transcending the narrow purpose of anti-protection while at the same time connoting a much broader ideal of integration that ensures that both trade values and social values are upheld not in a competing, but in a coherent and synergetic fashion.

Critically, the new telos was also reflected in the hermeneutical attitude of the Appellate Body created as part of the new WTO dispute settlement mechanism. Under the old GATT, panels focused on the content of a given domestic regulation itself in their judicial review, which often resulted in a presumptive conclusion that such a measure was not necessary or even rationally unrelated to the attainment of social values of the regulating state. For instance, in the Thai Cigarette case, the old GATT panel categorically disregarded a domestic regulatory need to restrict the importation of tobacco as unnecessary to protect human health because this measure was not trade-restrictive. n147 According to the Thai Cigarette panel, the import restrictions could be considered necessary "only if there were no alternative measure consistent with the General Agreement or less inconsistent with it, which Thailand could reasonably be expected to employ to achieve its health policy objectives." n148 This second-guessing or negation of legitimate policy objectives often infuriated domestic policy makers and thus diminished their perception of GATT's legitimacy.

However, under the new WTO system the Appellate Body directed its interpretive focus to the "manner" in which a given domestic regulation is applied, and not to the regulation itself. In its jurisprudence, the Appellate Body has tried to scrutinize on a case-by-case basis whether a given domestic regulation was applied consistently and evenhandedly or whether it respected fundamental principles of law, rather than reinvestigating, on its own accord, whether the substance of the regulation itself was necessary or related to the achievement of the regulating states' social policy goals. For instance, the Appellate Body in the Gasoline case acknowledged that the U.S. Gasoline Rule itself was properly "primarily aimed at" and thus relating to the conservation of natural resources for the purpose of Article XX(g). n149 However, it subsequently rejected the United States' argument regarding the inevitability of discrimination against foreign refiners due to administrative difficulties on the grounds of possible regulatory cooperation with affected countries which the United States had conducted in other areas, such as tax and antitrust. n150 The result of this new test was to safeguard the Members' regulatory autonomy since it provided ample regulatory leeway for domestic regulators. Therefore, under this new test, even if a measure turned out to be a violation, the outcome was not catastrophic but merely suspensive, demanding only a change of application, rather than a repeal of the statute. For instance, when the United States lost the famous Shrimp-Turtle case in 1998, it was not forced to change its domestic statute § 609, but only its application. n151

This new WTO jurisprudence holds an important implication with respect to norm-building as a collective, communal remedy in the global trading system. The micro-managing nature of the manner- and application-oriented jurisprudence constructs a legal system that addresses a wide range of ideals and parameters that coexist and interact in the global trading system, such as free markets and social regulation, as well as international economic efficiency and domestic regulatory need. By focusing on how to regulate rather than what to regulate, the WTO jurisprudence requires Members only to heed their regulatory process, such as due process and fairness, yet leaves wide open their particular
choices of regulatory contents, leading them to pursue their unique domestic regulatory objectives while complying with the multilateral trade treaties. Consequently, the manner- and application-oriented WTO jurisprudence guides and fine-tunes everyday regulatory performance by Member countries, building up in the long-run a synergistic legal web between dual goals of free markets and legitimate social regulation. This is the most important aspect of the WTO norm that should be understood as a communal, collective remedy under the WTO system.

Prerequisites for Norm-Building: Policy Agenda

Importantly, certain prerequisites should be met to materialize the aforementioned collective, communal remedy. First, the content of settlement or compensation should be fully disclosed and further monitored to ensure that a violative measure is consistent with the WTO law. Even if the parties concerned are satisfied with their own settlement, it may only serve their bilateral purpose, still running short of the rule of law sustaining the legal system defining and structuring the WTO, unless the original violation is rectified. In this line, the aftermath of a dispute should be closely monitored in a transparent manner to prevent the integrity of the WTO system from being compromised by any political deal. For this purpose, the WTO surveillance mechanism, i.e., the "Trade Policy Review Mechanism" (TPRM), can be put to use more vigorously than ever in monitoring compliance by losing parties.

Second, in the absence of a guardianship, as seen in the European Commission's authority to file a suit before the European Court of Justice on behalf of the Union, WTO members themselves should be vigorous, as legal guardians for the WTO, in filing complaints which not only concern their own interests but also involve important legal issues from the standpoint of the legal community in general. Fortunately, the Appellate Body has taken a lenient stance on the issue of standing (locus standi), paving the way for such communal litigation to preserve the legal integrity of the system. In Banana III, the Appellate Body rejected the EC's argument that a certain legal interest needs to be present to bring a case against another member under the WTO dispute settlement system, and granted standing to the United States, which barely had a direct commercial interest in bananas. In sum, the Appellate Body held that a Member's decision as to whether to initiate a complaint is discretionary and "self-regulating." Under this liberal jurisprudence on standing, WTO Members could and should fulfill their fiduciary duties as participants and beneficiaries of the legal system by actively engaging in the dispute settlement procedures.

Third, the jurisgenerative or jurisprudence-developing function of the WTO dispute settlement mechanism should be fully promoted. For this purpose, a more professional and permanent group of panelists and Appellate Body members should be available in order to enhance the general quality of panel/Appellate Body reports and secure the legal coherence and integrity of decisions. Current recruits, mostly consisting of diplomats and political appointees, run short of achieving such coherence and integrity. In this context, William Davey, the former Director of the Legal Affairs Division of the WTO, proposed the establishment of a "Panel Body," which is more permanent and legally professional than the current ad hoc panels. Davey submitted that: "In my view, the need for legal expertise in virtually all cases argues for a strict requirement that panelists have some legal training. To the extent that other kinds of expertise may be needed, it should be taken into account in the selection of Panel Body members so that some of them have both legal and other expertise. In addition, the exercise of judicial economy should be cabined to deepen the WTO jurisprudence. This principle has been ambiguously and inconsistently invoked by the WTO panels and the Appellate Body, often being used to avoid the important yet controversial legal issues that complaining parties raised. Beyond serving to merely resolve a specific dispute before them, panels and the Appellate Body should be prudent and diligent enough to embrace those difficult legal issues even if defending parties have already been ruled to violate a sufficient number of provisions. This judicial activism seems healthy and even called for since it eventually contributes to enrich the WTO case law and its acquis.

Last but not least, members should refrain from bringing the aforementioned wrong cases before the panel to protect the judicial integrity of the WTO dispute settlement system. Those high-profile disputes would be better resolved through mutual cooperation in a cooled-down and workman-like manner. At this juncture, it is worthwhile to note that at the early days of the old GATT panel practices, the contracting parties, in particular the big ones such as the U.S. and the EC, were circumspect enough not to overtax a burgeoning dispute settlement system by bringing in high-profile cases. 4-2. Dispute Prevention as a Negative Remedy

An important effect flowing from norm-building is "dispute prevention" because the WTO norm deters and prevents future disputes. In this context, dispute prevention may be portrayed as a negative remedy since it forestalls a remedial situation even before such situation transpires, rather than to correct the situation afterwards. In a
narrow sense, dispute prevention connotes a special prevention effect. As a specific case is adjudicated and its panel or the Appellate Body reports are issued, trade jurisprudence comes to be formulated in a certain subject-matter, such as National Treatment or Subsidies. This sector-specific trade jurisprudence emits to disputants signals which help them to resolve their disputes even without recourse to tribunals. However, this non-adjudication or settlement is in itself distinct from the diplomatic resolution of disputes that prevailed in the early GATT 1947 era. While such diplomatic solutions were likely to stem from the absence of relevant case law, settlements under the WTO system, by contrast, seem to be strongly influenced by the richness of jurisprudence. The presence of relevant case law, in other words, means that parties to many disputes will have no reason to go to tribunals thanks to the ease with which the probable outcome can be predicted on the basis of existing jurisprudence. This prognosis enables such parties to settle their disputes in the shadow of the law.

On the other hand, in a broad sense, dispute prevention represents a general prevention effect. As the bulk of case law is accumulated and its compliance becomes more regular, the general attitudes of potential disputants toward adversarial legal contests tend to become more moderate. Under these circumstances, adjudication can be invoked in a less emotional manner and motivated by less political considerations. Rather, adjudication is understood to contribute to further clarification and development of international trade law beyond the existing one. This mature phenomenon is critical to the institutional health of the global trading system since it can effectively de-fatigue the system. Not only abuse or misuse, but also overuse of the dispute settlement mechanism is pathological to the system in its entirety, in particular [*799] considering a still young institutional age of the WTO. Moreover, the unprecedented number of WTO memberships as well as the frequency and density of their daily transactions make the challenge of docket control more daunting than ever. Under these circumstances, dispute prevention certainly helps avoid a system overload via reducing the number of unnecessary disputes.

4-3. Connecting the WTO Remedies to the Domestic Remedies

Conventional Approaches

The WTO system exists not merely for the intergovernmental welfare between and among Members, but also for the interests of the system's micro-participants such as consumers, producers or farmers. In this regard, the rule of law in the WTO as a collective, communal remedy, as discussed above, can eventually serve the welfare and interests of individual economic players through securing the stability and predictability of the WTO system. One recent WTO panel eloquently highlighted this profound premise of the WTO and succinctly coined it "indirect effect." n168 The Section 301 panel held that:

7.76 The security and predictability in question are of "the multilateral trading system." The multilateral trading system is, per force, composed not only of States but also, indeed mostly, of individual economic operators. The lack of security and predictability affects mostly these individual operators. . . .

7.78 It may, thus, be convenient in the GATT/WTO legal order to speak not of the principle of direct effect but of the principle of indirect effect. n169

This "indirect effect" nonetheless may sound empty in practice to the injured individual because the WTO remedies are directed to Member countries, not their nationals who do not even have standing in the WTO dispute settlement proceeding. Then, would it be possible to incorporate a certain WTO rule or jurisprudence in the realm of a domestic judicial system, thereby enabling domestic victims to take advantage of domestic remedies? n170 An immediate [*800] answer to this question would be the adoption of direct effect that empowers or enfranchises individual economic operators such as consumers, producers or farmers before the domestic court on the ground of violation of WTO rules. n171 This proactive doctrine originally devised under EU law attempts to constitutionalize the WTO law in the domestic terrain so that it can serve to internalize certain fundamental WTO provisions. n172 It is often understood as a legal instrument to induce compliance with the WTO law through "deputizing" or 'coopting' the domestic legal system, or . . . making the domestic rule of law 'hostage' to compliance with the . . . [WTO] law." n173 However, in most dualist countries where the WTO Agreement should be nationalized through independent domestic legal instruments in order to achieve a domestic legal effect, such direct effect cannot be accommodated without a special legal ground, such as "self-executing treaties." n174 Moreover, considering the lack of sophisticated legal infrastructure and jurisprudence [*801] with which to operate the direct effect doctrine, unlike the EU, its adoption in the WTO context sounds rather impractical. n175 For this reason, even advocates of direct effect usually take a modest approach in this tricky issue. n176

Another methodology linking the WTO panel/Appellate Body reports to domestic remedies may be conceived through an analogy of the "recognition and enforcement" of foreign court decisions. Grounded on various rationales
such as comity, domestic courts have long recognized and enforced foreign court decisions and bestowed certain legal effects on them. n177 Admittedly, this analogy may invite some criticism in that the WTO itself is not a sovereign entity but an international organization created by sovereign members, and that the reports issued by panels or the Appellate Body are not technically court decisions but mere recommendations. Yet, considering the long-respected half-century of jurisprudence as well as a more legalized adjudicative system under the WTO, such a formalistic objection can be contained to certain extents. However, a critical demerit of this approach is that it requires either proper amendments of the WTO Agreement or accommodative domestic legal infrastructure, both of which seem radical and unrealistic under current circumstances. n178 In other words, it would still be [*802] impractical to think of a situation where a domestic court orders monetary compensation for an importer suing its own country based on the direct recognition of a corresponding WTO Appellate Body decision which struck down the country's trade restriction that harmed the importer.

A New Approach: "Indirect Recognition"

Instead, one may reasonably speculate on a more implied, nuanced way of delivering the WTO panel and the Appellate Body decisions to the domestic judicial system and providing domestic remedies to injured individuals. As long as domestic judges comprehend and sympathize with the contents of those WTO panel or Appellate Body reports which involve the same factual matrices as their own domestic cases, they can judicially incorporate, albeit indirectly, those decisions in various ways into the domestic jurisprudence. n179 For instance, domestic judges can simply attempt to avoid conflict between WTO panel or Appellate Body decisions and their own domestic decisions; n180 they can cross-fertilize the WTO panel or the Appellate Body decisions from a comparativist standpoint; n181 they can cite or quote certain portions of those panel or the Appellate Body decisions if such citation or quotation is likely to strengthen their own judicial reasoning. n182

[*803]

More critically, local judges can espouse the main holdings of the WTO panel or the Appellate Body decisions by employing basic legal principles that most domestic constitutions or constitutive treaties include, such as the Commerce Clause, n183 Supremacy Clause, n184 Equal Protection Clause, n185 and Due Process Clause n186 in U.S. law as well as the "Non-Discrimination" principle n187 or "Due Process" provision n188 in EU law. These fundamental legal obligations are capable of safeguarding domestic court decisions from narrow favoritism or protectionism because these obligations defy any discriminatory treatment for the benefit of specific industries, and to the detriment of more general economic players, including consumers, importers and distributors. n189 Consequently, those economic players can secure domestic remedies, including monetary compensation, in the domestic court, in sharp contrast with a situation under the WTO system that renders no such direct remedies despite the same factual and legal matrices.

As a matter of fact, the basic spirit underlying the aforementioned proposal of "indirect recognition," i.e., harmonizing as much as possible the domestic law with the international law, can also be found elsewhere in terms of both legal doctrines and academic theses. For instance, the famed Charming Betsy doctrine under U.S. constitutional jurisprudence established that even facially unambiguous text could be interpreted against such language if textual interpretation would violate the law of nations or international law. n190 More recently, eminent constitutional law scholars and even a U.S. Supreme Court Justice have begun to raise their voices for an argument that domestic judges should listen more to their foreign counterparts, and that [*804] domestic court decisions be more attuned to foreign, international law (court decisions) in similar subject-matter. n191

In tandem with this notion of indirect recognition, the U.S. federal courts have often issued decisions consistent and compatible with the GATT or WTO law in certain domestic cases that embrace international trade law issues. n192 Even as early as the fifties, a Hawaiian court struck down a local statute which violated Article III of GATT. n193 Lobbying by the local poultry industry, the state of Hawaii introduced a statute that prohibited anyone from selling any foreign eggs without a placard carrying the words "WE SELL FOREIGN EGGS" printed and displayed in such an eye-catching way that consumers would certainly notice them. n194 The court first opined that the statute should follow the provisions of GATT grounded on the Supremacy [*805] Clause of the U.S. Constitution. n195 Then, the court itself applied and interpreted GATT, concluding that the statute violated GATT Article III for treating imported eggs less favorably than domestic ones which did not bear such a burdensome requirement, and at the same time that the statute did not qualify for GATT Article XX exception. n196 This is a monumental case since it demonstrated with eloquence the possibility that the court can accommodate GATT in the context of domestic law, thereby rendering domestic remedies to domestic complainants who have suffered from certain violations of international trade law.
For another empirical confirmation of indirect recognition, a U.S. district court struck down as unconstitutional a Puerto Rican sanitary regulation mandating the inspection as well as the collection of an inspection fee on all imported pigeon peas. n197 The regulation also stipulated that any importer who failed to pay the fee would lose her business license in Puerto Rico. n198 The court held this regulation to be illegal for violating the Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution because the Puerto Rican regulation flatly discriminated against interstate commerce when it imposed substantial costs on pigeon pea importers which were not borne by their local counterparts. n199 This decision provided remedies in the domestic context to victims who had suffered from violations of international trade law, such as GATT Article III (National Treatment), and the SPS Agreement, n200 which addresses issues on trade and sanitary measures.

This trend of indirect recognition that eventuates in harmony or convergence between domestic and international court decisions is not limited to U.S. soil. In the aftermath of the Bananas saga, Chiquita has recently filed a lawsuit for $525 million in damages against the EC in the Court of First Instance of the European Communities. n201 Facing Commission Regulation No. 2362/98, which was launched to comply with the Bananas III decision but later struck down as WTO- inconsistent by a WTO arbitration panel, Chiquita claimed to have suffered from substantial loss of profits as a result of the [*806] discriminatory license distribution system that the regulation created. n202 In its complaint, Chiquita alleged that the omission had breached not only the WTO rules but also "the principle of nondiscrimination, the freedom to pursue trade or business as well as the principle of good faith in international law." n203 This case seems inspiring in that it provides for the community legal system a new, fresh stimulus in terms of local, regional remedies for violations of international trade law.

Markedly, a couple of factors seem to contribute to this trend of indirect recognition or interpretive harmony between foreign, international and domestic courts. n204 First, the nature of the subject-matter, i.e., international trade, tends to mobilize common interests and sympathies among foreign, international and domestic court judges. Due to their interpenetrating and universal nature, trade-related cases cover a wide range of jurisdictions: interstate, regional or international. In other words, the ever-growing economic interdependence among different trading nations or institutions also tends to nurture a "global ethos" n205 among domestic judges who continuously confront cases that involve international or transnational economic issues. n206

Second, the nature of judges or panelists as interlocutors of legal discourse on specific issues such as international trade also tends to enable them to sympathize with each other. As professional lawyers or jurists, n207 those members of an "epistemic community" n208 are likely to establish a [*807] "transjudicial" network n209 in which they can exchange and share each other's legal views and interpretations. n210 In fact, we have already witnessed a prototype of such transjudicial communication in the context of the rich cooperative relationship between the European Court of Justice and Member States' courts. n211 This delicate and nuanced judicial partnership made an essential contribution to European integration through the phenomenon of judicial empowerment. n212 A similar judicial partnership can also be found in the U.S. context between federal and state courts. In the evolution of U.S. federalism, federal and state courts have been able to maintain a subtle cooperation. n213 If such a judicial partnership functions well, despite the existence of different legal cultures, judges' common codes, i.e., basic, fundamental principles of law, which are ubiquitously manifested in the domestic constitutions, tend to facilitate them to get connected and enlightened with each other. n214 Under these fertile circumstances, domestic [*808] and foreign, international court decisions are likely to converge on certain legal issues involving international trade, thereby realizing the indirect recognition which can produce domestic remedies for the violation of WTO rules. n215

Conclusion

It is important to note that the true nature of WTO remedies reflects the raison d'être of the WTO system itself. If we understand the WTO as a genuinely integrated multilateral legal system beyond its intergovernmental genesis, WTO remedies should be firmly hinged on growing norm-building that can ensure a stable and predictable operation of the system. Under such a legal system, WTO remedies not only address disputes but also prevent them in a practical manner. This perspective tends to conceive WTO remedies as public goods for all Members beyond a mere instrument that settles and satisfies particular parties concerned in specific cases. At the same time, however, this macro nature of WTO remedies should not unduly alienate individual players operating within the system. Namely, the WTO remedies should also respond to the complaining voices of down to earth businesses who have suffered from violations of WTO rules. Thus, it is imperative to connect WTO remedies with domestic remedies to make the former palpable and workable to those everyday individual players in this enlarged enclave of the legal community that the WTO eventually purports to create.
Notably, this transjudicial connection between the WTO tribunal and domestic courts can be more sensitized by a nuanced use of the suggestion function that a panel or the Appellate Body may exercise when it renders its decision. Under DSU Article 19.1, a panel or the Appellate Body, in addition to rendering a decision recommending a violative measure to be brought into conformity with the WTO rules, "may suggest ways in which the Member concerned could implement the recommendations." n216 Out of many ways of such implementation, a judicial one is particularly relevant to the transjudicial connection discussed here in that a panel or the Appellate Body can offer certain remedial guidelines which domestic courts may refer to when adjudicating domestic cases which involve the same or related legal issues.

In conclusion, this "collective judicial deliberation" n217 through the transjudicial connection between the WTO tribunal and domestic courts can contribute to a more advanced and mature dimension of rule of law in the global trading system, which marks the true nature of WTO remedies. n218 This is one of the surest ways in which the WTO could serve its own legitimacy in this interdependent and integrative world.
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